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The impact range for smooth wall–liquid
interactions in nanoconﬁned liquids
Trond S. Ingebrigtsen* and Jeppe C. Dyre
Bulk and nanoconﬁned liquids have very diﬀerent physics; for instance, nanoconﬁned liquids show
stratiﬁcation and position-dependent relaxation processes. A number of similarities between bulk and
nanoconﬁned liquids have nevertheless been reported in computer simulations during the last decade.
Inspired by these observations, we present results from molecular dynamics computer simulations of
four nanoconﬁned liquids (the single-component Lennard-Jones liquid, the Kob–Andersen binary
Lennard-Jones mixture, an asymmetric dumbbell model, and the Dzugutov liquid) demonstrating also a
microscopic similarity between bulk and nanoconﬁned liquids. The results show that the interaction
range for the wall–liquid and liquid–liquid interactions of the nanoconﬁned liquid is identical to that of
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the bulk liquid if the liquid is “Roskilde simple” in bulk as well as nanoconﬁnement, i.e., exhibits strong
correlations between virial and potential-energy equilibrium ﬂuctuations in the NVT ensemble. Under
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this condition, interactions beyond the ﬁrst coordination shell may be ignored, in particular for the wall–
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liquid interactions. This is shown not to be the case for non-Roskilde-simple liquids.

I.

Introduction

Bulk and nanoconned liquids have apparently very diﬀerent
physics. The conning boundaries not only bias the average
spatial distribution of the constituent molecules, but also the
ways by which those molecules can dynamically rearrange.
These eﬀects have been exploited in the design of coating,
nanopatterning, and nanomanufacturing technologies.1,2 They
have also been characterized experimentally for a wide variety of
systems, including small-molecule uids,3–10 polymers,11–16
ionic liquids,17 liquid crystals,18 and dense colloidal suspensions,19–23 as well as studied extensively via computer
simulations.22,24–31
Despite these disparities between bulk and nanoconned
liquids, a number of striking similarities have also been
reported during the last decade. For example, it has been
discovered that Rosenfeld's excess entropy scaling32 – in which
dimensionless transport coeﬃcients are functions of excess
entropy (with respect to an ideal gas) – is unaﬀected by spatial
connement.33–36 Independence of connement also applies to
excess isochoric heat capacity scaling36 and Rosenfeld–Tarazona's expression for the specic heat;37,38 even the continuum
Navier–Stokes equations work well also for the nanoscale
regime by the inclusion of coupling between linear and angular
momenta.39–42 We also note that attempts at extending (bulk)
mode-coupling theory43 to the nanoscale have been very fruitful,44–46 and that the density functional theories (DFT) used to
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study simple inhomogenous uids build upon free-energy
expressions for the bulk uid.47,48
All of these results are very intriguing since they indicate
that fundamentally new theories may not be needed to
describe the physics of the nanoscale. At the same time the
results are also quite puzzling, given the fact that bulk and
nanoconned liquids have very diﬀerent phenomenology. In
this connection, it is natural to wonder whether the similarities extend to a more fundamental or “microscopic” level. The
diﬀerence between bulk and nanoconned liquids is the
external potential constituting the spatial connement. The
study of connement is nevertheless complicated by the fact
that the conning boundaries (the “walls”) not only impose a
geometrical constraint on the liquid, but also energetic costs.
Several investigations have tried to separate the entropic and
energetic contributions to the physics by studying, e.g., hardsphere walls,49 reecting walls,50 amorphous walls,26,51 and
more. With the above-mentioned similarities in mind, a
“microscopic” conjecture motivated from these studies is that
the interaction range for the wall–liquid and liquid–liquid
interactions of the nanoconned liquid is identical to that of
the bulk liquid.
The relevant range of interaction for bulk liquids was
considered long ago by traditional liquid-state theories,52,53 and
it is captured in the well-known Weeks–Chandler–Andersen
(WCA) approximation53 in which the pair potential is truncated
at the potential minimum. In this picture, the attractive pair
forces of typical liquid-state congurations cancel to a good
approximation and only contribute with a negative, virtually
constant background potential.52 The relevance of a sharp
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distinction between the roles of the repulsive and attractive pair
forces of the bulk liquid has, however, recently been questioned.54–56 Instead, it has been suggested that the relevant
distinction is between the forces within the rst coordination
shell (FCS) of molecules and those outside the FCS.55
The traditional bulk liquid-state picture has, in fact, been
questioned for nonuniform liquids;57 in particular, near the
conning walls and close to drying transitions. Several
promising theories,57–61 such as the Local Molecular Field
(LMF) theory,57–60 have emerged to take into account the
importance of the attractive forces in nonuniform liquids. We
study here whether the FCS picture (that interactions beyond
the FCS can safely be ignored55) of the bulk liquid state holds
also for nanoconned liquids, in particular for the wall–
liquid interactions. If this turns out to be the case for all
liquids or, possibly, for a well-dened class of liquids, a more
fundamental or microscopic similarity between bulk and
nanoconned liquids is established.

II.


fSF ðrÞ ¼

Here, z is the distance between the divergence of the potential
and the particle in question. siw and 3iw are parameters similar
to those of the LJ potential, and rw denes the density of the
conning solid. The distance between the two walls of the slitpore is henceforth denoted H. Eqn (1) appears aer considering
the total interaction of a (liquid) LJ particle with a semi-innite
solid continuum of LJ particles67 and was used in early studies
of connement.68,69
Quantities are here and henceforth reported in dimensionless LJ units by setting sAA ¼ 1, 3AA ¼ 1, etc. We use wallparameters sAw ¼ 1, 3Aw ¼ 1; in the case of binary systems sBw ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(1 + sBB)/2, 3Bw ¼ 1  3BB . The density of the conning solid rw
is (in most cases) chosen to be equal to the total average slitpore density.36
In all simulations, we delimit the FCS cutoﬀ of the liquid–
liquid (ll) and wall–liquid (wl) interactions from the distance of
the rst minimum of the contact-layer (i.e., the layer closest to
the walls) radial distribution function (RDF) and density prole,
respectively. This choice is analogous to that used for bulk
liquids.55,70 To obtain reliable simulation results with FCS
cutoﬀs, it was recently shown71 that it is necessary to ensure also
continuity of forces at the cutoﬀ. One method of achieving a
continuous force is to use the so-called shied-force (SF) cutoﬀ
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(2)

which corresponds to adding the linear term v(rc)(r  rc) 
v(rc) to the original potential v(r). The SF cutoﬀ generally implies
a signicant change of the force, also below the cutoﬀ. However,
in the uniform bulk liquid the linear term to a good approximation sums to a constant over the nearest neighbors.72 The
linear term of the SF cutoﬀ thus does not aﬀect the structure or
dynamics of the simulation.55,72
For nonuniform liquids it is not possible to apply a SF
cutoﬀ to the liquid alone as the molecules near the walls are
missing “half” a coordination shell. In other words, the linear
term of the SF approach does not sum to a constant for the
nearest neighbors of a particle in the vicinity of a wall. We
have found empirically, however, that applying a SF cutoﬀ
also to the wall–liquid interactions of eqn (1) in combination
with adding an additional force term achieves a nearconstant linear term. The additional force term added is
given by

Methods

We applied GPU-optimized NVT molecular dynamics computer
simulations62,63 (http://rumd.org) to the study of several atomic
and molecular model systems in nanoconnement. More
specically, we studied the single-component Lennard-Jones
liquid (SCLJ), the Kob–Andersen binary LJ mixture64 (KABLJ), an
asymmetric dumbbell model,65 and the Dzugutov liquid66 (see
References for model details). The connement itself is
modeled as a symmetric slit-pore using the so-called Steele
potential,36,67


4p3iw rw siw 3 1 siw 9 1siw 3
:
(1)
v9;3 ðzÞ ¼

15 z
2 z
3

f ðrÞ  f ðrc Þ if r\rc ;
0
if r . rc ;

DfFCS ¼ | fPAIR(rll,FCS)  fWALL(rwl,FCS)|,

(3)

in which rll,FCS and rwl,FCS are, respectively, the distance of the
FCS (see previously) for the liquid–liquid and wall–liquid
interactions (and are thus not free parameters). The quantity
fWALL is given by eqn (1) and fPAIR depends on the particular
model studied. To summarize, the FCS forces in simulations are
given by

fPAIR ðrÞ  fPAIR ðrll;FCS Þ if r\rll;FCS ;
fPAIR;FCS ðrÞ ¼
(4)
0
if r . rll;FCS ;
and



fWALL;FCS ðrÞ ¼

fWALL ðrÞ  fWALL ðrwl;FCS Þ  DfFCS
0

if r\rwl;FCS ;
if r . rwl;FCS :
(5)

We have no rigorous arguments for using eqn (3) and as
shown above it leaves fWALL,FCS discontinuous at the cutoﬀ.
Nevertheless, the described cutoﬀ method was applied to all
FCS simulations.

III.

Results

To set the stage of investigation we present in Fig. 1 the
impact of the slit-pore connement (magenta) on the bulk
SCLJ liquid (blue). Fig. 1(a) shows the density prole and
Fig. 1(b) shows the lateral RDF. The RDF in nanoconnement
is calculated for the contact layer, and the comparison is
performed at the same average density and temperature. The
slit-pore has a signicant impact on the structure of the
liquid leading to large density oscillations near the walls. The
(lateral) RDF is also aﬀected by the walls, showing a higher
degree of ordering in the liquid. The latter conrms
results from other computer simulations of nanoconned
liquids.22,69
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Fig. 1 Comparing slit-pore conﬁnement (magenta) and bulk SCLJ
liquid (blue) at r ¼ 0.85 and T ¼ 1.80. (a) Average density proﬁles. (b)
Lateral RDFs. The RDF in nanoconﬁnement is calculated for the
contact layer, i.e., the layer closest to the walls, showing a structure
distinct from the bulk liquid.

From these observations it is clear that the microscopic
physics near the walls is quite diﬀerent from that of the bulk
liquid, as expected due to the wall–liquid interactions.
A.

Simulations of FCS cutoﬀs

We now proceed to test the bulk FCS picture in nanoconnement, i.e., the hypothesis that interactions may be ignored
beyond the rst coordination shell. Fig. 2 shows density proles
and contact-layer RDFs and mean-square displacements (MSDs)
for the SCLJ conned state point of Fig. 1. The black curves give
a simulation with a large pair potential cutoﬀ (rc ¼ 5.00) and no
cutoﬀ for the wall–liquid interactions. The red dots give results
for the FCS cutoﬀ for both liquid–liquid and wall–liquid interactions. The FCS cutoﬀ simulations capture the relevant physics
for the entire slit-pore, even though the walls modify the
structure of the liquid signicantly compared to the bulk liquid
(Fig. 1).
To further test the FCS picture for nanoconned liquids,
Fig. 3 shows similar computer simulations for the KABLJ
mixture64 at r ¼ 1.20, T ¼ 1.40, H ¼ 5.97. Fig. 3(a) shows
A-particle density proles, Fig. 3(b) shows lateral RDFs of the
contact layer, and Fig. 3(c) shows lateral A-particle incoherent
intermediate scattering functions (ISFs) of the contact layer.
The physics near the walls is seen to be captured very well using
the FCS cutoﬀs. It should be noted here that a defective crystal
was obtained as the system was cooled from the melt; the ISF of
the contact layer thus shows a two-step-like relaxation similar to
that of a supercooled liquid.
Proceeding to study in Fig. 4 a small-molecule liquid (the
asymmetric dumbbell model65), we show in Fig. 4 lateral
contact-layer RDFs and ISFs. Slight deviations are seen between
the FCS cutoﬀ (see Methods section) and the reference cutoﬀ for
the ISF; we assume these to be due to the approximative linearcancellation term added to the force from the walls (see eqn (3)).
One may wonder: how general are these results? An FCS
cutoﬀ of the bulk liquid is shown in ref. 55 to work well only
when the liquid is what is now called “Roskilde simple”
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Fig. 2 FCS simulations for the SCLJ liquid in a slit-pore at r ¼ 0.85, T ¼
1.80, H ¼ 6.13. The black curves give a simulation with a large pair
potential cutoﬀ (rc ¼ 5.00) in a combination with no cutoﬀ for the
wall–liquid interactions. The red dots give results for a cutoﬀ at the
FCS for the liquid–liquid and wall–liquid interactions (rll,FCS ¼ 1.549
and rwl,FCS ¼ 1.250). (a) Density proﬁles. R is the virial potential-energy
correlation coeﬃcient,73 deﬁned in eqn (6). (b) Lateral RDFs of the
contact layer. (c) Lateral mean-square displacements (MSDs) of the
contact layer.

(previously referred to as "strongly correlating", a name that
however gave rise to confusion with strongly correlated
quantum systems), dened73 by having the NVT virial/potential
energy correlation coeﬃcient (which depends on the state
point),
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Fig. 4 FCS simulations for the asymmetric dumbbell model in a slitpore at r ¼ 0.93, T ¼ 0.75, H ¼ 8.13 (rc ¼ 4.00, rll,FCS ¼ 1.565, and rwl,FCS
¼ 1.015). R is deﬁned in eqn (6). (a) Lateral RDFs of the contact layer. (b)
Lateral ISFs of the contact layer.

Fig. 3 FCS simulations for the KABLJ mixture in a slit-pore at r ¼ 1.20,
T ¼ 1.40, H ¼ 5.97 (rc ¼ 8.00, rll,FCS ¼ 1.479, and rwl,FCS ¼ 1.252). The
virial potential-energy correlation coeﬃcient R is deﬁned in eqn (6). (a)
Density proﬁles. (b) Lateral RDFs of the contact layer. The BB-particle
RDF has more noise than the other particle–particle RDFs. (c) Lateral
A-particle ISFs of the contact layer.

hDW DUi
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ErD
E;
D
ðDUÞ2
ðDW Þ2

(6)

above 0.90. Only inverse-power-law uids are perfectly correlating (R ¼ 1), but many models,55,73 e.g., the SCLJ liquid, KABLJ
mixture, Lewis–Wahström OTP,74 as well as some experimental
liquids75,76 have been shown to be Roskilde-simple. Roskilde
liquids are believed to include most or all van der Waals and
metallic liquids as well as weakly ionic or dipolar liquids,
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whereas covalently, hydrogen-bonding or strongly ionic or
dipolar liquids are generally not Roskilde simple.73 The latter
reects the fact that directional interactions destroy the strong
virial/potential energy correlation.
In all the examples studied so far in the present paper the
liquid exhibits a strong virial/potential energy correlation in both
bulk and connement (R $ 0.90; see gures). It is possible that as
the virial/potential energy correlation decreases, the FCS cutoﬀ of
the nanoconned liquid becomes a worse approximation. To test
this conjecture, we proceed to study non-Roskilde liquids. One
possible way of obtaining such a system is to decrease the density
of the SCLJ liquid (recall that R depends on the state point). Doing
so, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 5; the correlation coeﬃcient is here R ¼ 0.74. We now observe larger deviations with the
FCS cutoﬀ, which is consistent with the above conjecture.
As a further example, we show in Fig. 6 simulation results for
the Dzugutov liquid66 which is also a non-Roskilde liquid with R
¼ 0.70. Here, the failure of the FCS cutoﬀ in nanoconnement
is dramatic.
B.

Simulations of WCA cutoﬀs

Having established that for Roskilde liquids the interactions
beyond the FCS may be ignored for both the liquid–liquid and
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Fig. 5 FCS simulations for the SCLJ liquid in a slit-pore at r ¼ 0.65, T ¼
0.80, H ¼ 6.13 (rc ¼ 7.50, rll,FCS ¼ 1.660, and rwl,FCS ¼ 1.377). R is deﬁned
in eqn (6). At this state point, the SCLJ liquid is not Roskilde simple
(because R < 0.90), and the FCS cutoﬀ does not work well.

Fig. 7 Simulations of the KABLJ mixture conﬁned to a slit-pore at r ¼
1.20, T ¼ 1.40, H ¼ 5.97 for which the WCA-cutoﬀ method is applied to
both the liquid–liquid and wall–liquid interactions. (a) A-particle
density proﬁles. (b) Lateral AA-particle RDFs of the contact layer.
Fig. 6 FCS simulations for the Dzugutov liquid in a slit-pore at r ¼
0.46, T ¼ 1.60, H ¼ 6.13 (rc ¼ 1.94, rll,FCS ¼ 1.616, and rwl,FCS ¼ 1.406). R
is deﬁned in eqn (6). The Dzugutov liquid is not a Roskilde liquid.

wall–liquid interactions, we now consider the eﬀect of decreasing
the cutoﬀ below the FCS radius. According to the WCA philosophy53 it should be possible to cut the potentials at the potential
minima and still obtain the correct physics. Applying this
method to simulations of conned liquids, we obtain the results
of Fig. 7 for the KABLJ mixture. We now observe signicant
discrepancy with the reference simulation, conrming the results
of previous simulations of conned liquids.57,58
The discrepancy is largest near the walls. To understand this
behavior in more detail, we show in Fig. 8 results obtained by
applying the WCA approximation only to the wall–liquid interaction. Interestingly, here no discrepancy is noted.
From these results one might be tempted to conclude that
the FCS is not the fundamental distance for the wall–liquid
interactions. The FCS does, however, depend on the density and
it is thus possible to perform simulations in which the FCS
cutoﬀ is below the potential minimum.
Fig. 9 presents results for the conned SCLJ liquid at a highdensity state point. The potential minima are, respectively, for
the liquid–liquid and wall–liquid interactions at 21/6 s z 1.12
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and (2/5)1/6 sw z 0.86. The FCS cutoﬀs are, respectively, rll,FCS ¼
0.934 and rwl,FCS ¼ 0.669 and thus smaller than the location of
the potential minima. A perfect agreement with the reference
simulation is obtained, conrming that the FCS indeed denes
the fundamental cutoﬀ distance, also for the wall–liquid
interactions.

Fig. 8 Simulations of the KABLJ mixture conﬁned to a slit-pore at r ¼
1.20, T ¼ 1.40, H ¼ 5.97. The WCA-cutoﬀ method is here applied only
to the wall–liquid interactions.
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Fig. 9 FCS simulations for the SCLJ liquid in a slit-pore at r ¼ 4.00, T ¼
1179, H ¼ 3.66. At this state point the FCSs are pushed to very small
distances (rll,FCS ¼ 0.934 and rwl,FCS ¼ 0.669), well below the location
of the potential minima (21/6 s z 1.12 and (2/5)1/6 sw z 0.86).

IV. Conclusions
The results presented here suggest that bulk and nanoconned
liquids are more similar than traditionally believed. The physics
as exemplied from the range of interactions is as in the bulk
liquid as long as the liquid is Roskilde simple in both bulk and
nanoconnement. In general, covalently, hydrogen-bonding or
strongly ionic or dipolar liquids are not in this class. For these
liquids we do not expect a similar strong connection between
bulk and nanoconned systems. This conjecture is consistent
with the fact that second- and higher coordination shell eﬀects
play an important role in such liquids.77–79
The current study focused on the structure and dynamics of
the simulated systems. A property oen used to characterize the
“structure” of nonuniform liquids is the solvation force69
(normal pressure). This quantity (and others) is diﬀerent in the
FCS system due to the truncation. It should be noted that some
thermodynamic quantities are unchanged in the FCS system. As
an example, the excess entropy and excess isochoric heat
capacity are, to a good approximation, unchanged.
Recently, Watanabe et al.22 showed that the dynamics of a
conned uid system (which in the bulk is a Roskilde liquid) as
a function of the distance to the walls can be described to a good
approximation using the magnitude of the medium-range
crystalline order80 (MRCO). In this approach, the relevant range
of interaction for the wall–liquid interactions is given by the
correlation length of MRCO, itself, just as in the bulk liquid.
The MRCO perspective is thus fully consistent with the FCS
picture proposed here.
In the present study we modeled the wall via a potential
derived from a semi-innite solid continuum of LJ particles.
The SCLJ solid is a Roskilde system.72,73 Additional studies of
more diverse wall potentials are needed to fully clarify the FCS
conjecture proposed here. It is, in our opinion, likely that a
requirement of analyticity must be placed on the external
potential – similar to the bulk liquid.55 This is, however, not a
crucial restriction, since nature is expected to be analytic. In
addition, we applied an approximative linear-cancellation term
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near the walls (eqn (3)), which works very well for many systems.
We have encountered state points for the KABLJ mixture where
the cancellation was not perfect (e.g., r ¼ 1.14 and T ¼ 1.40; data
not shown). More work is needed to clarify this issue.
The FCS approach to bulk and nonuniform liquids as
detailed in this and prior papers54,55 provides fundamental
insights into the physics of Roskilde liquids. The FCS approach,
however, suﬀers certain limitations as a practical tool; specically, one would oen like to have potentials that do not depend
on the state point. This is, however, the price paid in unraveling
the underlying physics. It is likely that other theories, such as
DFT, may be used to predict the location of the FCS prior to
simulation.
In experiments it is oen observed that even simple liquids
conned to the nanoscale can exhibit unusually rich
behavior.81–83 In the viewpoint presented here this fact may be
due to the conning walls interfering with the property of being
a Roskilde liquid (e.g., a van der Waals bonded liquid). It would
thus in experiments be interesting to investigate systematic
trends by varying the connement of known Roskilde
liquids.55,75 In this connection, we also welcome additional
simulation studies of a wide spectrum of Roskilde liquids/
external potentials to further test the FCS conjecture proposed
here. Finally, we note that more theoretical work is needed to
explain why Roskilde liquids obey the FCS conjecture.
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